
Re splend ent106attractive and impressive through
being richly colorful or sumptuous

Students like Beth Anderson - 22 brought a friend
from another school to enjoy their time with.

Emma Raeburn - 22 cherished the
night with friends and

danced under the fairy
lights throughout the

night at the Lionsgate
Event Center.

Reminiscing on the
experience,

Vivian Sinclair - 22
stated, "Overall, I

think the dance
was okay. With

COVID it was hard
to plan a dance that

would respect the
guidelines we had to

follow." Despite the
guidelines, Vivian

continued that her favorite part
of the night was, "seeing my friends and teachers
because I haven't seen them in a year." Spending

time with their peers was a common theme as
student's favorite part of the dance.

Games Galore. After three hours of dancing,
juniors and seniors head to Boondocks to spend

more time together. With an assortment of activities
to choose from, there were students all around.
Immediately making their way to the air hockey

table, Keegan Cook and Quaid Conyers - 21 enjoyed
some friendly competition. Deciding to brave the

cold, Henry Huynh and Ty Westbrook - 21 tried to fit
in the same go-kart. Eventually they came to the

conclusion that they couldn't fit and ran the course
separately. Staying indoors, Ethan Arroyo - 21
knocked down pins with some of his friends,

including Zach Bartholomew and Zach Stull - 21.

Boondocks Bonanza
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Prom
Mar. 26

Bumpin' Music
Hand in Hand. People always bring
guests to prom, but this year had a
higher guest count than any other.
Whether it was bringing a friend from
another school or an actual date,
there were many unrecognizable
faces in the crowd. Some of the
many people that brought guests
were Kalena Tybon, Drew Hausmann,
and Gracyn O'Connor - 21. Also taking
advantage of the option to invite a
guest, Ryan Dal Moro - 21 brought his
date, Anne Valentine. Ryan and
Anne set foot on the nearly empty
dance floor and practiced their swing
dancing. Another wonderful part of
prom that still happened was prom
royalty. Crowns in place, Missy
Zamora and Joe Cesario - 21 took to
the floor and swayed along to their
spotlight dance. "I did not expect
royalty because I was just focused
on enjoying prom since we have
missed out on everything this year,"
Missy recalled.

Priceless Promposals

Expecting the promposal,
Charlotte Nielson - 22 doesn't
hesitate to say yes when Ben
Fitzgerald - 22 asks her after
school. "When he asked me I
felt that it was cheesy and
funny because we both love
Taco Bell," Charlotte
elaborated.

Filled with nerves, Dean
Brink - 21 designs a sign for his
girlfriend, Emily Romero,
revolving around ice skating. "I
surprised her at the skating rink
she practices at after her lesson
with her coach with a bouquet
of flowers and the poster. She
said yes and that made me very
happy," he expressed.

Preparing to rock prom
together, Aaron Arndt - 21 asks
Sydney Johnson - 21 to be his
date. When asking her, he
brought some flowers and
used a reference to Minecraft
because they had been
playing it together recently.

Chocie Landvik - 21
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